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WHEN DOES WEAK INTERACTION BECOME STRONG? 

The concept of strong interaction [~ was considered in my 

paper·"On Non=Local and Non-Linear Field Theories" which was 

published in the second issue of "Progress of Physics" for 

1957 o .. • Strong interqotion was understood there as such when du .. -r~p 

ing. the. collisions o:t the particles their energy is concentrat

ed mainly ·in the interaction energy but not in their proper kine

tic oneo 

A s~t of examples was considered on the basis of this c~1-

terion and, in particular, the electromagnetic interactions of 

electronso But weak interaction of electrons with the partici

pation of f- -mesons and neutrinos was n:ot o onsidered o 

It appears that this interactio·n may become st:l'ong· in the 

sense defined aboveo 

The proof of this assertion is given belowo This letter 

therefore, is a contribution to the chapter of my paper, devot= 
• 

ed to strong interaction physioso 

Let us consider the process of the interaction between 

neutrino and electron with the electron transformation into 

f =mesono . 
1 v+e-;u +V 0 

(1) 

This is an original 11 o ombinational'' scattering of neutrinos on 

an electrono 

The energy density by the order of magnitude, in this case is 

equal to: 
(2) 
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where . * 7J is Fermi constant)) and 't'3 P 'r't' si Ylv ai:e the ,1~,':s 
functions of electronp ('.A =mEison and neu:t:f.'i.nosi respeottv~ly o 

:'i' The magnitude a may ~be written i.u the forrng 
6 . 'ij: 2. 

• -t:._ C = A 0 . (3) 
n · -i6 

where /\. 0 = a certain length of the order ~f ::::: 16 10 CM 

It was loSo Shapiro who noticed thP- possible magnitude of 
V 

this length.in connection with the non-conservation of par.ityo 

For instance, the kin.et:1.c energy density f.or elect:r:;ons ii:) 

E, :::.:: 171 ]] \I) 
3 13 T 3 (4) 

where ;D :::J,p +- p md1
· 

. . 
is Dirac Hamiltoniano 

Therefore, the order 'of the magnitude 

, liJ 11J Eal 
T.1'::i +-. ~ fl C 

(5) 

where l= the characteristic scale of space region which de= 

termines the magnitudes of the gradients so that 

is • 

where 

_1 _g__ ~ :::= 1~ 
C at ) Jx - f e · 

Thus, the order of the magnitude W 
\ = fr# ec. ~ 112 ,12 
N h2 C'- v3 Ciu Cv 

Assuming E ~ =J..c} Eru = r 't I Sv == 0 £ ) 

£ .... the total energy densitYsi we findg 
.. 9-* .e2 C. '/?.. t/2, 

E, ::::- E CJ.+ p + o) + i1"'c•c. f; rl P o , 
n 

~Il accordance with the def:i.nition, the 1nteract:i.on will be 

strong, if J +p_+ [<< 1 (d) ~) d )0) 

W= <a,* t2. \J..1/2 p,-l/2,y =- C 
t-{·d· E , u e,,, 

(6) 

(7) 
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(8) 

Now let us consider the neutrinci package falling on 

t~e electrori (in th~ ~ystem of the electron and-neutrino 

centre of ~avity), with the characteristic wave length 

A" and with dia~etric d.i~ensions a > J o In this case 

the elergy density E is 

(9) 

Further 
.•. 

o The condition (8) gives now 
{ 

. :i. 
since a, > /: 

and neutrino occurs if 

strong interaction of el~ctron 

(10) 

· Th·e •direct :calculation shows that the cross-:seotion. 
I 

for the considered process V + B --(U + \/ and by 

the order of the magnitude 
2 

0. · 1\e. .Ao 
:=.l \o-~z.-

probably becomes greater 

is equal to: 

. (11) 

Ti X 2 
if . ~ < l\. 0 o In this 

connection it can be expected that at the wave lengths of 

the order of ./\ 0 some other effects may occur, which will 

change essentially the electromagnetic interaction of elec·

trons o 

Namely at small distances there arises an interaction 

between electrons which will lead to mutual electron scat-
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tering by means of the foll-owing -processi at first one of the 

electrons emits a pair of neutrinos (or neutrino and antineu-

trino) and transfo~ms into fU =meson" The second electron 

absorbs the.~~ IJ.eutrinos .and also transf arms into another .. fl" 
-m_esono Then this me.son. emits neutrinos, which are absorbed 

~ ' ' c• C ~ , ,, • 

by the .first mesono As a ~~sult two sca:ttered electrons ariseo 

These v_ery processes lead to electron charge spreading, 
, ..... ~~ '•, . 

ioeo, to the arising of.electron "form ~actor"o 
• This "form factor" will essentially change both the 

Compton effect.on the electron at high energies of photons and 

the electromagnetic interaction of electrons • 

The origin of akoh a spreading can be easily seen from· 

the fact that besides direct absorption and emission of real 

or virtual ·photons by an electr.on it is also .possible their 

absorption and emission by 

electron dissociation into 

µ -meson arising in the temperary 
I 

/Ll'~meson and a pair of neutrinose 

The situation ~s analogous t9 the arising of TI -meson 

cloud around the nucleons., This analogy is, however, incomplete 

as in the case of Ti =meson cloud its, scales are determined 

by the Compton length of Ti -meson, and in the case of electron 

it is the length ... /\.o which is essential but not the Compton 

length of /U ~mesono 
I 

The effects mentioned here are also essential at the 

wave lengths of real or virtual photons, close to 1\.. 0 

I 
A 

• 
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In conclusion one more remark about the role of the weak 
tinteraction of the mode p-0

"" n -t e +)) in nucleon ooll1sions1) 

As it was underlined in my paper this interaction fails to be

come strong at any energieso 

At the same time it was assumed that the nucleon energy 

in the centre of gravity system :ts distributed in the ellip~ 

e0 -compton length of J7 -

of -nucleons· (n/rv1 c); 

3JE1--7: soid volume V=f -- Q. where 
o /:. l 

mesons Ch/(L'c) ·.· or, may be that 

f: -nucleon energy in the laboratory coordinate systemo 

If we assume that the .nucleon energy may be concentrated 

· on any smal1 region, then at the lengths of the ·nucleon waves 

,{ < 1\. 0 - (in the centre of gravity· system) the weak 

interaction will become essen:tialo 

We can show it by the considerations similar to those 

given above for neutrino and electrono· It can be seen also 

directly from Tamm-Ivanenko theory of pair f' -forces [2J -o 

The expression for the potential of these forses states~ 

V= ?2~)3 nf;. "' c/rifi (1f 7{; c12) 

where R - the distance between nuoleonso 

If V "he M c. then ::::: -/1.
0

- )> , C . 

And the nucleon is assumed to be _pointo Thus the estimation 

of the magnitudes of weak interactions in nuc1:eon collisions 

depends essentially on the reliability of the assumption that 

the proper nucleon energy at rest is distributed in the vci1ume 

not l~ss than (r~cJ3 
o The theory of meson generation-
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in the ·energetic nucleon collisions confirms this last assu.inpt= 

ion PJ 

* 
* * 
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